RESEARCH EXPLORER RUHR
SUMMER PROGRAM FOR POSTDOCS
14–27 JUNE 2020
INTERESTED IN DOING A POSTDOC IN GERMANY?

Apply for a two-week invitation to the University Alliance Ruhr (Ruhr-Universität Bochum, TU Dortmund University, University of Duisburg-Essen)

Research Explorer Ruhr is a two-week summer program designed to let recent postdocs explore research opportunities at the most excellent chairs and institutes of the University Alliance Ruhr with its three universities of Bochum, Dortmund, and Duisburg-Essen.

Explore the research landscape Ruhr and benefit from workshops on postdoc funding schemes and research career options in Germany!

Networking events and guided excursions will help you becoming acquainted with the thriving Ruhr Area as a potential place to work and live.

Learn more about Research Explorer Ruhr at: www.research-academy-ruhr.de/rer

Your contact person: Dr. Jörn Benzinger
research-explorer@rub.de
+49 (0)234 32-27124